The Fine Art
of Service

Services for people, by people;
that is the model on which we
have built our business for almost
60 years. The Dussmann Group

from left to right: Pietro Auletta, Jörg Braesecke, Wolf-Dieter Adlhoch (Spokesman),
Hakan Lanfredi and Dieter A. Royal

is one of the world’s largest multi-service providers,
with more than 60,000 employees, operations in 21 countries,
a range of over 100 services and consolidated group sales
of 2.08 billion euros in 2020. As an innovative, creative
problem solver, we are shaping tomorrow today.

Integrated facility
management
Dussmann Service, our largest company division, provides
integrated facility management and a wide range of individual
facility services from a single source. New technologies, innovative techniques and highly specialized service requirements are
the challenges we take on every day while developing new,
intelligent solutions in technical services, cleaning, catering and
security. We customize our service concepts to meet the individual needs of clients and sectors, which include for example
the pharmaceutical industry, the food manufacturing industry
and transport and logistics.

Technical building equipment and plant engineering
The company division Dussmann Technical Solutions (DTS) pools the Dussmann specialists in technical building equipment and plant engineering:
We provide solutions for the entire lifecycle of technical systems: from engineering and planning to construction, commissioning, maintenance, repair
and operation—all in certified quality and from a single source.
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Nursing and care for the elderly
Kursana has been providing high-quality nursing and care for more than 35 years.

the maximum quality of life for the elderly. We also want to make a contribution to meeting

As a leading private provider in this sector, we have a solution for every need:

the challenges that demographic change presents to today’s society. We currently

from inpatient and outpatient care to assisted living. Our first priority is to ensure

provide nursing and care to over 13,600 seniors at 116 facilities in five countries.

In-house corporate
childcare
Dussmann KulturKindergarten operates in-house corporate childcare centers which are tailored to the needs
of the company and parents. This approach is reflected
in the unusually long and flexible opening times, which
give children and their parents more leeway. Care is
bilingual, German and English, and the concept
focuses on art and music. An emphasis is placed on
establishing a welcoming, caring atmosphere so that
parents can feel confident that their children are in
good hands.

Modern book and media retailing
Dussmann das KulturKaufhaus is the beating heart of the cultural metropolis of Berlin,
a unique location in the center of the city, where visitors can read, listen, enjoy, explore,
and discover. The KulturKaufhaus spans five floors with around 10.5 million articles
in stock and online—an oasis of inspiration with a wide range of products, for example,
at the English & international bookstore, the sheet music department, the KulturManufaktur
and the papeterie as well as events.

The Group Strategy “Next Level”

Mission
Vision

We are an international
family enterprise with specialists

We are the next level service

in over 100 services.

partner and make life easier

With motivated employees and a focus

for our clients – every day.

on innovation and technology,
we develop tailor-made concepts and
solutions for our clients.

Our shared values are the foundation
of Dussmann Group corporate culture.

Integrity

Environmental Awareness
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Social Responsibility

Fairness

Everything we do is governed
by honesty and consistent
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Sustained growth and a forward-looking approach:
This is what we stand for as an independent,
modern family enterprise.
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Operations in
21 countries
Czech Republic
Sweden
Poland
Lithuania
Estonia

Consolidated Group Sales 2020: 2.08 billion euros
60,000 employees

65.5 %
Dussmann Service
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by
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11.2 %
DTS
1.2 %
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Care & Kids
(Kursana &
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Vietnam

worldwide
2020
51.8 %
International

*Including the acquisition, STS Specialist Technical Services from 01.07.2019
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